
the workforce. There are two reasons for communication. The first
is to establish the organization’s commitment to safety. The
second is to teach employees the proper way to do things.

We have become a visual society, not a society that reads.
Not every employee reads written policies. Not every employee can
read well. Not every employee has time to read everything sent to
them. Safety principles are more effectively taught by either a live
demonstration or watching a video. For example, a 30 second
video on how to safely remove contaminated gloves is more
effective than a three paragraph description on how to remove
them.

Technique matters. Safety equipment is meaningless if it is
not used correctly. A cloth mask worn below the nose is not
keeping anyone safe from the coronavirus. A cloth mask worn
below the mouth is an absurdity.  The training and follow-up must
ensure that safety equipment is used only in the way it was
designed to be used.

“But it’s always been done this way” does not work if that
way is wrong or a better way exists. A welding helmet worn
incorrectly for ten years does not mean the operator is wearing it
safely, it just means he has been lucky in not having fragments hit
his face or that he does not realize he has eye disease.

Listening matters. Employers are now faced with employees
who say they are scared to come to work.  Some of those claims
are sincere. Some are bogus.  In this situation, perception is as
important as reality. Therefore, those concerns need to be
identified and, to the extent possible, addressed.

Managers should start the conversation with the goal that the
employee will do 75% of the talking. Of the other 25%, some of
that time should be spent asking open-ended questions to draw
out the employee’s true concerns:

• What makes you feel unsafe?

• What would you like us to do?

• What equipment do you need?

• What training do you need?

Safety solutions come from multiple sources. Good
techniques might be developed by management, based on their
experience and research. Good techniques may come from rank and
file employees who do the work that is the target of the safety
procedure. Good techniques may come from employees in other
departments who bring their real-life examples to the table. Good
techniques may come from outside the organization, such as
organizations with similar operations, workers’ compensation
consultants and MIOSHA’s CET staff.
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Safety used to be the place to dump the unproductive manager
while the organization waited for him to retire. The Coronavirus
pandemic has changed that. Maintaining employee safety — and
establishing an employee perception of safety — has become the
paramount concern for management to address in 2020.

Workplace safety is not established by technology. It is not
established by artificial intelligence. It is also not established by
one person or one union. It is established through the
implementation of common sense principles, even if common
sense is not “common”.

Facts matter. As a society, we are steadily drifting away
from decision-making based on facts and information. Opinions
are not facts.  Assumptions and presumptions are not facts. Triple
hearsay is not fact.

Facts are obtained by first-hand knowledge, by asking
questions from a variety of people, reading a variety of material
from different perspectives, direct observation, and separating
“assertions” from “truth”. Having an open mind, rather than a
forgone conclusion in which “facts” are sought out to justify the
forgone conclusion, is essential to discovering accurate and actual
facts.

Planning matters. Having a written plan helps. While
“nothing goes according to plan,” preparing a plan increases the
likelihood that adequate equipment is available or readily
obtained. It forces the writer to think through a problem. It gives
other employees immediate access to information regarding
procedures, protocols, contact information and resources.

Leadership matters. Safety only works if top management
embraces it and demonstrates a commitment to it, not only
verbally but by visible actions. If the General Manager does not
put on safety glasses when she goes into the plant floor, why
should she expect the plant employees to wear them?

Leadership from unions also matters. If union officials and
the local committee members embrace the safety procedures,
other union members will follow their lead. Employees can
encourage, through various means, other employees to follow the
safety procedures.

Leading by example is critical.

Communication matters. None of the principles described
above will be effective if they are not communicated effectively to (Continued on page 2)
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It is time to dust off the old-fashioned Safety Committee and
make it a cutting-edge source of continuous improvement and
innovation. Safety committees representing a cross-section of
employee disciplines, with full and consistent support from top
management and union leadership, can be an incubator for
experimentation and creativity.

Safety improvements are generated by collaboration, not
adversarial relations. An organization’s ability to develop,
communicate and implement good safety practices reflects its
overall labor relations. If there is trust, credibility and consistency,
union representatives and rank and file employees are more likely
to adopt the safety protocols that the organization is pursuing,
rather than if the opposite is true. The ability to identify and
implement safety improvements mirrors the overall labor-
management relationship.

Continuity matters. A safe workplace is not established by
one training session. Safety techniques must be practiced, taught
and reinforced on a continual basis. The message must be
consistent and repeated to be reinforced. If there are significant
changes in the workforce the new employees need to be trained.   

Safety is an ongoing process, but well worth the effort for
everyone. �
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(Continued from page 1)
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Introduction

The twenty-year-old man sat alone on a couch in his lover`s
Vancouver apartment in the year of 1972. His blonde hair had a
slight wave and his skin was smooth and flawless. His slender body
was lithe and tight and his smile was inviting. Every feature on his
face was perfect...he looked like a statue of an angel in a baroque
sculpture. 

He could have any man or woman he wanted. He loved himself.
He called himself “the prettiest one” and that he was.
The camera worshipped him. He was a French Canadian airline
steward named Gaëtan Dugas and his life was full of travel and
glamor. 

The 1970s were good to Gaëtan. He had sex with hundreds of
partners. His beauty was celebrated in gay bars and bathhouses
everywhere – especially in New York City, Los Angeles and San
Francisco

But life changed in 1980 when Gaëtan was diagnosed with
Kaposi Sarcoma, the AIDS-related “Gay Cancer.” The disease, with
its ghastly purple lesions, was the curse of Gaëtan`s freewheeling
sex life. 

The human ego is fragile. Gaëtan Dugas was simply not up to
the enormous emotional task of relinquishing his status as “the
prettiest one”.  Instead of admitting and acknowledging that his sex
life had to end, Gaëtan`s first reaction was to hide his disease and
continue to frolic in darkened bathhouse rooms. If he spoke of his
KS at all, it was only after he had sex with another hapless man. 

Rumors circulated in San Francisco and Canada about the cute
blonde who liked to trap vulnerable men into dangerous sex.
Gaëtan Dugas was no longer the Golden Boy. On the contrary, angry
and accusatory gay men confronted Gaëtan on the streets and in
the bars and bathhouses. 

The worlds of government and medicine also began taking a
keen interest in the handsome French Canadian. Led by Dr.
William Darrow, the United States Center for Disease Control
(CDC) conducted a “Cluster Study” of early AIDS cases that
culminated in the 1982 publication of the famous Cluster Diagram
of forty of the first two hundred and forty-eight reported cases of
AIDS involving gay American men. At the center of the diagram
was a man labelled with an O indicating he was a sexual partner
of several early AIDS victims from various locations including non-
California locations. That man was Gaëtan Dugas. 

Gaëtan died of AIDS on March 30, 1984 at the age of thirty-
two. He became world famous in 1987 when Randy Shilts published

THE UNJUST “ACQUITTAL”
OF GAËTAN DUGAS

Glen N. Lenhoff
Law Office of Glen N. Lenhoff

his epochal book And The Band Played On which explained and
analyzed the early history of AIDS.  A central point in the book was
that Gaëtan Dugas, now called “Patient Zero”, was perhaps the
origin point of the spread of AIDS in the United States. Further
argued Shilts, even if Gaëtan was not the first bringer of this plague
into the States, he clearly spread the disease in places like New York
City, San Francisco and Los Angeles by having sex with men and
deliberately concealing his disease. 

The Shilts book created a firestorm of publicity around the late
Gaëtan Dugas. In a Sixty Minutes broadcast on television on
November 15, 1987, Harry Reasoner gave a vivid presentation of
Gaëtan as AIDS “Patient Zero.”  The New York Post published a
1987 front page story condemning Dugas with the headline “The
Man Who Gave Us AIDS.”

For years, the generally accepted wisdom was that Gaëtan
Dugas was appropriately referred to as “Patient Zero” and that he
was the chief engine powering the early spread of AIDS in the
United States. But that has now changed. Recent books and
movies have disputed these contentions and have lionized Gaëtan
Dugas. The contention of this article is that the recent commentary
is nearly as misguided as the early commentary. It is true that Dugas
did not bring AIDS into this country. But it also is true that Gaëtan
Dugas was no hero. It is likely that Gaëtan recklessly and sometimes
willfully spread a deadly disease. 

Analysis 

The most important expressions of the revised interpretation
are a book and a movie. The book, written by Richard McKay in
2014, is entitled Patient Zero and The Making of The AIDS
Epidemic. The movie, a 2019 documentary entitled Killing Patient
Zero,was made by Canadian film director Laurie Lynd. Both works
have enjoyed enormous acclaim. Both works have been accorded
a level of softball criticism that is preposterous.  

Patient Zero and The Making of The AIDS Epidemic

There is strong evidence disproving the proposition that
Gaëtan Dugas was the source of the AIDS virus in the United States.
Michael Worobey led a study published in “Nature” showing that
1978 and 1979 blood samples taken as part of a Hepatitis B study
exonerated Dugas. In fact, AIDS was likely present in persons living
in the United States in the 1960s.  Even the “O“ in the Cluster study
was misinterpreted. The O meant merely that Dugas lived outside
of California. 

All this was ably discussed by McKay, and no serious observer
accepts the old learning that Gaëtan Dugas was Patient Zero who
brought AIDS to the United States. But, as Mckay knows, there is
an enormously important additional issue raised by the life of Gaëtan
Dugas. Did Gaëtan have sex with men knowing that he was
carrying a dangerous contagious disease? It is this issue on which
the book and the criticism fall woefully short. 
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An important figure in the early years of AIDS analysis was
Dr. Selma Dritz (1917-2008). Dr. Dritz worked at the San Francisco
Health Department`s Bureau of Communicable Disease Control.
According to Dr. Paul Volberding – President of the International
AIDS Society – Dr. Dritz was “an absolutely wonderful person ...
who was invaluable for the CDC epidemiologists in understanding
how the epidemic was spreading.”

Dr. Dritz has stated that she had face to face contact with
Gaëtan Dugas in November of 1982 and admonished him for
transmitting AIDS. She says she told the French Canadian “You`re
infecting other people, you`ve got to cut it out.” According to Dritz,
Gaëtan replied by telling her to mind her own business and that he
would do what he wanted. Gaëtan allegedly told Dritz:  ”I got it.
Let them get it.” 

Selma Dritz is a most formidable witness supporting the deep
moral – and likely the legal – culpability of Gaëtan Dugas. How
did Mckay deal with this?  Very scantily.  He simply inferred that
Gaëtan was justifiably reacting to Dritz overstating the sexual
transmission argument. Mckay`s treatment of the Dritz issue is
bewildering. He spends pages discussing the background,
psychological condition and financial condition of Randy Shilts.
He allows that Shilts was hard working, but was motivated by
insecurities relating to his looks, his addictions and his lack of talent.
But McKay never thoroughly addresses the stature and credibility
of Dritz. Moreover, other contemporary Doctors – such as Marcus
Conant and Alvin Friedman-Kien – remember Dugas as defiantly
going forward with unprotected bathhouse sex despite knowing he
was carrying a contagious sexual disease.  Friedman-Kien
remembered Dugas as a “real sociopath.”

Mckay acknowledges something no rational person could
deny: “The evidence suggests Dugas continued to have sex through
the spring and summer of 1983.” But Mckay concludes that Dugas
doing so was not the act of a sociopath, although the man in the
street of the gay communities in the United States and Canada, as
of 1983, feared and loathed the blonde haired Circe named Gaëtan
Dugas, Consider, for example, the famed gay rights activist Paul
Popham.  As Mckay concedes, Popham knew Gaëtan Dugas well.
Until his dying day, Popham insisted that Dugas was a deceitful
and vicious spreader of death. 

One of the clearest proofs of Gaëtan`s attitude and McKay`s
bias comes by way of the only recorded instance of Gaëtan Dugas
actually speaking. In 1984, an AIDS Information Forum was held
in Vancouver. Video footage shows Dugas directing two angry and
accusatory questions to the panel concerning how wrong it was to
fear AIDS carriers from a sexual standpoint. Popham was a
panelist and made it clear that AIDS carriers most definitely
should be disclosing their illness to sexual partners. Dr. Brian
Willoughby – who attended the Forum – was appalled at the
aggressive nature of Gaëtan`s questions. This belies Mckay’s
account of Dugas speaking in a “measured, serious, and sometimes
pleading tone.” 

THE UNJUST “ACQUITTAL”
OF GAËTAN DUGAS
(Continued from page 3)

McKay`s refusal to lay any guilt at Gaëtan’s feet defies
reason.  It is inconsistent with the recollections of on the scene lay
and medical witnesses. It is inconsistent with Gaëtan’s conduct at
the 1984 Vancouver Forum.  Gaëtan Dugas was not the first
person to bring AIDS to the United States, but the evidence
strongly suggests that he willfully infected other men despite the
strong admonitions of well-meaning and learned physicians. For
this, he deserves condemnation.

Killing Patient Zero

A good bit of this 2019 documentary regurgitates Mckay`s
analysis of the invalid application of “Patient Zero” to Dugas. But
this point was so well established by 2019 that it seems redundant.
Everyone knew as of 2019 that the O in the Cluster Study did not
refer to the number 0. Like McKay, Laurie Lynd is quite tough on
the deceased Shilts. Both the book and the documentary accuse
Shilts of pandering the sensational Dugas story to gain popular
acclaim and make big bucks. 

But Killing Patient Zero, like Mckay`s book, fails entirely to
present a valid claim that Gaëtan Dugas was a good person. Lynd
makes much of the fact that Dugas disclosed the names of seventy-
two of his lovers to the CDC and that he voluntarily provided a
blood sample. But this is not put in proper perspective by Lynd or
by the reviewers of the documentary. The CDC contacted Dugas
during the Cluster Study because several of the early AIDS victims
told CDC investigators that Dugas was a former sexual partner. 

How should the nature and tenor of Dugas be characterized
when he provided this information to the CDC? Like Raskolnikov
in his intense dealings with Detective Porfiry. Or like the narrator
in Edgar Allan Poe`s The Tell Tale Heart.Gaëtan was merely giving
information to profess his innocence – like guilty people often do.
He was acting like he did when he talked to Dr. Dritz or Dr.
Friedman-Kien or Dr. Conant. He was not giving information to
help remedy what he believed was wrongful conduct.   

What is a documentary? Is it a film appropriation biased in
viewpoint? Or is it an honest objective inquiry? If Killing Patient
Zero is anything but the latter, then Lynd – like Mckay – is similar
to Tartuffe. They are guilty of the same hypocrisy and fraud of which
they accuse Shilts.

Unfortunately, there is an exceedingly unpenetrating and
biased part of Killing Patient Zero. It is the part in which Lynd
interviews several people who knew Dugas and who act as his
cheerleaders in the film. To a person, these kindly witnesses extol
Gaëtan`s charm and thoughtfulness. Indeed, Gaëtan`s supporters
helped persuade many reviewers , like Judith Greenway, that
Killing Patient Zero showed Gaëtan Dugas  in “a truthful light.”

In fact, the movie does nothing of the kind. A deep weakness
in Gaëtan`s character was vanity. When he called himself “the
prettiest one” he wasn`t kidding. In the much maligned Sixty
Minutes, Harry Reasoner interviews one of Gaëtan`s ex-lovers, a
man named Bruce. Bruce relates how Gaëtan would thoughtlessly
bolt away from him and head to the bars to meet a new guy.  Rand
Gaynor is a Canadian who knew Gaëtan in the 1970s. Rand and
Gaëtan ran into each other by chance in a Toronto park one
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RULES ARE MADE TO BE
FOLLOWED — A REVIEW OF
THE MICHIGAN RULES OF
EVIDENCE HANDBOOK

Stuart M. Israel
Legghio & Israel, P.C.

I write to recommend the Michigan Rules of Evidence
Handbook—With Common Objections & Evidentiary Foundations
(2020) by University of Hawaii law professor John Barkai. The
book is available at amazon.com as a briefcase-friendly
paperback. 

Before my review, I establish the requisite foundation.

1.

Professor John Barkai has long been at the University of
Hawaii’s William S. Richardson School of Law in Honolulu’s
Manoa Valley—but his roots are in Michigan.

Barkai grew up in the Detroit area and earned three University
of Michigan degrees, including his law degree. He practiced as a
public defender in Detroit, and then served on the Wayne State
law school faculty until he migrated to Oahu. There Barkai has
been a font of wisdom for legions of U-H law students and
lawyers on matters evidentiary, and on trial skills and other
dispute-resolution arts.

In candid moments, perhaps facilitated by truth serum, Barkai
certainly would admit that his sustained professional success is
almost entirely due to the influence and beneficial tutelage of his
law school classmate and later colleague—me. Barkai and I took
the Michigan bar together (pre-multistate, two and a half days of
essay questions), started as criminal lawyers in Detroit together,
and worked together at Wayne law school and during my long-
ago one-semester professorial visit to Hawaii law school. 

Influences accounted for, let’s give Barkai some credit. He is
an evidence maven.

2.

The Michigan Rules of Evidence Handbook is one of a series
of Barkai’s handbooks covering evidence rules, objections,
foundations and authentication, and other practical components
of proving and contesting claims in legal tribunals.

Barkai plans similar handbooks for Florida, Texas,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and additional jurisdictions. Already
available are his handbooks covering Hawaii, American Samoa, the
Federated States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, Chuuk,
Kosrae, Pohnpei, Yap, the U.S. military, California, and federal
courts. If your practice extends throughout the Pacific, you will
want the complete set.

If, however, the islands you are concerned with are Belle Isle,
Mackinac Island, and various coney islands, you at least will want
Barkai’s Michigan Handbook for its designated purpose: “to be
brought to court and be at your side in the office.”

afternoon. Gaëtan asked Gaynor to take his photo while Gaëtan
frolicked in a swing dressed in shorts without underwear. The photo
became quite famous years later. Gaynor remembers Gaëtan as
sexually obsessed.  Gaëtan told Gaynor that he wanted to have sex
with a different man every single day.

The vanity mixed with sexual selfishness combined to produce
a lethal concoction. Unless Dritz, Popham, Conant and Friedman-
Kien are liars, Gaëtan Dugas had loads of sex with men while
knowing that he carried a disease that could well infect his sexual
partners. Some of the reviewers laud Lynd for restoring Gaëtan
Dugas`s reputation!  But, as of the time near Gaëtan’s 1984 death,
his reputation was so bad that he could not move freely in the gay
community of Vancouver – let alone in New York or San Francisco.

A prosecutor could have called credible witnesses like Dritz
and Friedman-Kien to establish Gaëtan`s knowledge of the risk that
he was transmitting a deadly disease.  This evidence would have
strongly supported at least a negligent homicide case. And it
would not have been difficult to find a victim given Gaëtan`s
unrelenting sexual conduct.  It certainly seems that Killing Patient
Zero gives viewers an inaccurate impression of the character of
Gaëtan Dugas.

Conclusion

Randy Shilts wrote a first-rate book on the political and
social background of the AIDS epidemic. His inquiries led him to
the unseemly conduct of Gaëtan Dugas. But Shilts got carried away
and came to believe in the Patient Zero myth and the idea that Dugas
brought AIDS to the United States.  That idea was scientifically
invalid.  

McKay and Lynd emphasized Shilts`s error, but then fell
into the same trap that Shilts fell into. Mckay and Lynd extended
a principle beyond its initial justification. Because Dugas was
wronged on the “Patient Zero” designation, Mckay and Lynd
erroneously inferred that Dugas was wronged on all other AIDS
related issues.

Gays are rightly proud of a history of courage and brilliance.
Christopher Marlowe bravely spoke out against the Government
and the Church.  He asked only that he not be disturbed when he
wrote sublime poems to his shepherd lover.  Isaac Newton created
mathematical systems to explain the physical universe.  Leonardo’s
paintings revealed the most subtle character insights of hallowed
religious figures.  American Gays march forward toward full civil
rights from Stonewall to Bostock v Clayton County. But Gaëtan
Dugas has no place in this honorable history.  Gaëtan was a villain
who inflicted pain and agony on a multitude of men.  It is
bewildering that some people now want to make nice to him.  

There is another famous photo of Gaëtan Dugas taken when
he was about twenty years old. He stands in front of a lake with
his hands stuck in the pockets of his tight blue jeans. He wears a
choker around his neck and smiles enchantingly...

Gaëtan Dugas has been dead for over thirty years. But
somehow…...he still seems to be able to get away with murder.�
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RULES ARE MADE TO BE FOLLOWED
— A REVIEW OF THE MICHIGAN
RULES OF EVIDENCE HANDBOOK
(Continued from page 5)

3.

For years I have carried a small paperback edition of the
evidence rules in my briefcase. I used the paperback often in the
heat of legal adversity—in court, arbitrations, and across
conference tables—to refresh my recollection (or the judge’s or the
arbitrator’s or my opponents’) about what the rules explicitly
require. On occasion, I was able to use my instant access to the rules
to gain advantage over opponents who maybe missed an evidence
class or two during law school and never quite mastered some rule
that didn’t seem all that important—until it suddenly became very
important.

I recommend, Michigan lawyers, that you carry Barkai’s new
Handbook in your briefcases. It includes the rules and advice on
how to use them when they matter most.

The Handbook might remind you, for example, during a 15-
minute recess in your trial say, that “Michigan is one of 12 states
that does NOT have a learned treatise hearsay exception.” At A58-
59 (emphasis in original). Compare MRE 803(18) to FRE
803(18), consider MRE 707, and get ready to object to the direct
testimony of your opponent’s self-important treatise-reliant
expert.

4.

Barkai’s Handbook includes the full text of the MRE—and
much more.

The Handbook has a succinct section on “making and
responding to common objections,” covering why (and why not)
to object, how to object, how to respond to objections, how judges
consider and rule on objections, common objections, and other
pertinent fundamentals. At A1-16.

The Handbook is for practitioners in the fray, who must
timely act—to present evidence and react to proffered evidence,
to convince judges to admit or exclude proffered evidence, to
persuade factfinders that particular admitted evidence has
determinative weight. Barkai puts the MRE into practice, offering
examples of objections and responses presented consistent with
MRE 103—clearly, directly, in courtroom language, with offers of
proof as necessary, using specific rules (like MRE 401-403, 611,
and 901(a)) or concepts behind the rules.

The Handbook lists 50-plus common objections (to help you
remember the right words at the right time) and assures that other
words will make sense in case-specific circumstances and in
conformity with “local legal culture” and your judge’s
predilections.

The Handbook’s action-orientation and precise examples give
it exceptional value. It goes well beyond the MRE text, but avoids
the abstractions of the many commercially-available evidence
rules publications that are too heavy for your briefcase and too
wordy and academic for your in-the-moment courtroom use.

5.

The Handbook’s value is on particular display in its
centerpiece section on evidentiary foundations, with practical
advice on introducing exhibits, admissibility versus weight, the
language of moving for the admission of evidence, offers of proof,
demonstrative evidence, chain of custody, refreshing memory,
recorded recollection, impeachment, and more. The section
includes useful examples of approaches to authentication,
covering the usual suspects and newer ones—like voicemail,
email, texts, social media, websites, and other digital material (if
material is the right word for stuff that is “virtual”). See A17-77.

The Handbook details the MRE 901(a) way to properly
introduce tangible evidence, for example: mark the exhibit,
display the exhibit to opposing counsel, ask the judge’s
permission to approach the witness, establish the requisite
foundation (what is the exhibit, how and what does the witness
know about the exhibit’s provenance, preparation, condition,
custody chain, etc.), and move the exhibit’s admission into
evidence. The Handbook then offers specific examples in Q&A
format of how to present witnesses with knowledge (MRE
901(b)(1)) to lay foundations, for photographs, diagrams, physical
evidence, and, as noted, electronically-stored information (ESI).
The ESI examples may be particularly useful—if this ESI stuff
catches on.

More: the Handbook illustrates how to refresh witness
memories (MRE 612), how to impeach witnesses with their earlier
assertions and omissions, using oral statements, writings, and
deposition transcripts (MRE 613), and how to present expert
opinion (MRE 702-703).

The Handbook’s practical essentials are of great value to
those new to the courtroom and to those refreshing their
sophisticated trial skills and instincts, recently dulled by
concentration on settlement and what the Michigan court rules
call “summary disposition.” At the same time, the Handbook goes
beyond the essentials, always mindful of the art of persuasion. For
example, Barkai recognizes the choice between presenting “bare-
bones” foundations—those required to get evidence
admitted—and “advocacy” foundations—those offering tailored
detail, to add persuasive weight to the proffered evidence and to
enhance the authority and credibility of the witnesses presenting
testimonial foundations.

6.

And the Handbook has 30 cartoons, collected or
commissioned by Barkai for educationally-motivated caption
contests, addressing evidence, trial advocacy, and other dispute
resolution topics. Each cartoon is presented with multiple contest-
winning captions, some drawn from the American Bar
Association’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Section magazine. 

It seems there is something funny about resolving partisan
interests.

7.

There are lawyers and judges who have fully mastered the
evidence rules. There are lawyers and judges who think they have
fully mastered the evidence rules. Then there are the rest of us
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who humbly must read the rules when called on to apply them.

I find that actually reading the rules can be helpful.
Intricacies, idiosyncrasies, nuances, and counter-intuitive
principles sometime govern foundations and authentication,
relevance and excluding relevant-but-prejudicial evidence,
character evidence, remedial measures and compromise offers,
witness competence and requisite personal knowledge, lay and
expert opinion, hearsay and hearsay exceptions and—of course—
refreshing recollection under MRE 612, say, by reading “writings”
like the MRE.

Barkai’s Handbook is an excellent recollection-refresher and
practical guide on matters evidentiary. It provides readily-
accessible help on getting things done in court, on getting
evidence admitted or excluded. It helps, borrowing Kipling’s
advice to his son, you “keep your head when all about you are
losing theirs.” In that “unforgiving minute” when the judge turns
to you and says “Explain, counsel,” it is good to have the
Handbook at your fingertips.

8.

In our formative legal years—Barkai’s and mine—there was
something called the Recorder’s Court Hearsay Rule. It was
unwritten, imprecise, and sometimes troublesome. It was
reminiscent of the definition of “Lawful” in Ambrose Bierce’s The
Devil’s Dictionary (1911): “Compatible with the will of a judge
having jurisdiction.”

Basically, the rule provided that virtually any out-of-court
words, if said in the presence of the on-trial criminal-case
defendant, could be used by the prosecutor for pretty much any
purpose. Later, when working in Columbus, Ohio, I learned that
this was also the Franklin County Hearsay Rule. Still later, I
learned that some arbitrators admit pretty much anything, said by
pretty much anybody, under pretty much any circumstances, “for
what it’s worth.”

It would not surprise me to learn that similar unwritten rules
are widely applied—perhaps known as the Pago Pago or Waikiki
hearsay rules. 

Barkai thinks that such rules may be the progenitors of MRE
801(d)(2)’s situational tolerance for adoptive admissions by
silence, when silence may not be golden.  Anyway, Barkai’s
Handbook will help you bring a measure of law and order to the
use of such seat-of-the-pants rules whether you are in Micronesia
or the Upper Peninsula. 

CONCLUSION

My recommendation of Michigan Rules of Evidence
Handbook is unaffected by my decades-long friendship with its
author. In disclosure, however, I reveal that I have a vintage
photograph of Barkai in the Pacific dressed in a lavalava, being a
“single rectangular cloth worn as a skirt.” The photo is from the
1980s when Barkai had a then-current hairstyle that now seems—
shall we say—remarkable.

I decided to keep the lavalava photo private, so as not to
diminish Barkai’s professional dignity and credibility as an
evidence expert. I remind Barkai, however, that to ensure

Here is one of the cartoons from Barkai’s
Evidence Handbook, drawn by Mallory Hee.
Lawnotes invites you to submit captions, to be judged
on wit and erudition. 

Winners will be published in the next Lawnotes,
giving their authors fame, the satisfaction of a job
well done, and a resume entry.

If there are no winners, Lawnotes will never
again mention this cartoon caption contest. Send your
caption(s) to Lawnotes, israel@legghioisrael.com.

Send your caption(s) soon!

CARTOON CAPTION
CONTEST

Artist Mallory Hee

continued privacy he will need to promptly provide me with that
“photo storage fee” we discussed.

Disclosure made, I again recommend Barkai’s Michigan
Rules of Evidence Handbook to you, Michigan lawyers and
judges, to aid your efforts—as MRE 102 puts it—“to secure
fairness in administration, elimination of unjustifiable expense
and delay, and promotion of growth and development of the law
of evidence to the end that the truth may be ascertained and
proceedings justly determined.”

—END NOTE—

To readily locate the Michigan Rules of Evidence Handbook at amazon.com, in its $8
paperback and $3 Kindle formats, search “books” for “Barkai” and “Michigan.” The rules
cover the first 40 pages. The objections and foundations sections cover the next 77 pages.
The cover is bright green, perhaps in tribute to U-H. Or maybe it reflects Barkai’s climate
envy. Hawaii has pretty much one season: sunny, mid-80s, mildly breezy, boring.
Michigan has variety: summer, fall, winter, spring, and its overarching season, road
construction. �
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OUTSOURCED CITY
ATTORNEY’S OFFICE DEEMED
A PUBLIC BODY UNDER FOIA

Elizabeth A. Rae
Assistant General Counsel

Oakland Community College

One of Michigan’s sunshine laws, the Freedom of
Information Act (“FOIA”), MCL 15.231 et seq., states its very
purpose in the second sentence of the act: “It is the public
policy of this state that all persons, except those persons
incarcerated in state or local correctional facilities, are entitled
to full and complete information regarding the affairs of
government and the official acts of those who represent them
as public officials and public employees, consistent with this
act.” MCL 15.231 (2).  Arguably, the interpretation of
Michigan’s FOIA statute was slightly expanded on July 24,
2020 with the Michigan Supreme Court’s decision in Bisio v.
City of the Village of Clarkston, ____ Mich ___ (2020),
authored by Justice Markman and joined by four other justices
and one concurring opinion. Justice Viviano dissented, writing
that the majority “massively expanded the scope of FOIA.”

Bisio made a FOIA request to the city seeking the city
attorney’s correspondence with a consulting firm. The city
attorney is a private attorney with an outside law practice who
contracts with the city to provide legal services. The requested
files were not sent to the city nor were they forwarded to other
city officials. The parties agreed that Bisio was requesting non-
privileged portions of the city attorney’s files. The city denied
the FOIA request on the basis that the attorney’s files were not
public records. Additionally, the city maintained that the city
attorney was not a “public body” to whom a FOIA request
could be directed.

Both sides filed competing motions for summary
disposition.  Bisio argued that the documents were “public
records” under MCL 15.232(i), while the city argued to the
contrary. The trial court granted summary disposition in favor
of the city. The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court, noting
that the city attorney’s position and use of the records in his
role as the city attorney were not “tantamount to the public
body’s use and possession of the records in the performance of
an official function.”  Bisio v. City of the Village of Clarkston,
unpublished opinion issued July 3, 2018 (Docket No. 335422).

In reversing the lower courts and siding with Bisio, the
Supreme Court held that the office of the city attorney
constitutes a “public body” because it is an “other body” that
is “created by state or local authority” pursuant to MCL
15.232(h)(iv).  The majority concluded that the city’s Charter
created the “office of the city attorney,” which is equivalent to
a public body created by a local authority under FOIA.

Further, as the documents were retained in the files of the
“office” of the city attorney, they constituted public records
“prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by a
public body in the performance of an official function” MCL
15.232(i), and were subject to disclosure through FOIA. Chief
Justice McCormack wrote a concurring opinion, alternatively
finding that the city attorney was an agent of the city, making
his records “public records” subject to disclosure. In dissent,
Justice Viviano criticized the majority’s reasoning, stating that
it distorted the key terms of “body” and “office” without
explaining why a type of office created by city charter should
be considered a collective entity so that it would qualify as an
“other body” under FOIA.  Justice Viviano also warned that
the majority holding will lead to a radical expansion of the
definition of “public body” under FOIA to encompassing all
local officers.

This case was slightly unusual in that the Court traced an
argument made in an amicus brief filed by the Michigan Press
Association, neither addressed in the parties’ briefs nor
discussed at oral arguments.

Time will tell whether the Bisio decision will signal a
radical expansion of what documents are subject to FOIA.
Although the decision enlarges the definition of “public body,”
the scope of the expansion is unclear. As of now, public bodies
that outsource governmental functions that can be performed by
public employees must be mindful that more public records
may be subject to release under FOIA. �

WRITER’S BLOCK?
You know you’ve been feeling a need to write a

feature  article for Lawnotes.  But
the muse is elusive.  And you just
can’t find the perfect topic.  You
make the excuse that it’s the
press of other business but in
your heart you know it’s just

writer’s block.  We can help.  On request, we will help
you with ideas for article topics, no strings attached,
free consultation.  Also, we will give you our expert
assessment of your ideas, at no charge.  No idea is too
ridiculous to get assessed.  This is how Larry Flynt got
started.  You have been unpub lished too long. Contact
Lawnotes editor Stuart M. Israel at Legghio & Israel,
P.C., 306 South Washington, Suite 600, Royal Oak,
Mich igan 48067 or (248) 398-5900 or
israel@legghioisrael.com.
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Videoconferencing also gives the meeting host more
control over the meeting. The host may directly invite and
calendar participants, limit and control individuals’ access to the
meeting, place participants into individual “waiting rooms”
until the meeting begins, determine the next speaker during the
meeting, and who may share documents with the group. This
“waiting room” can be a helpful tool to avoid interaction
between the bargaining teams before the remote meeting starts,
especially where bargaining frustrations are high or a grievant
is upset with the employer or union. Parties may share or
display documents on the screen during the videoconference,
however, may also email the documents to the opposing party
representative and/or labor mediator during the
videoconference. For collective bargaining mediation in
particular, screen sharing the document in place of handing out
hard copies first, allows the presenting party a better
opportunity to explain the document before individuals can
read ahead or skim the document’s full contents and react.

Significantly, some parties were concerned that mediation
via videoconference format would eliminate caucus sessions
or that participants would be forced to leave and rejoin the
meeting each time if they wanted to caucus. One of the
attractive Zoom features is the ability for the meeting host to
assign participants to a “breakout” room for private
discussions. Further, the meeting host may name each breakout
room, permit participants to join or leave the breakout room at
will, send messages to and from the host to the breakout
room participants, and set time limits for caucuses. Overall
these features help to ensure that remote mediation sessions
afford many of the same aspects of the in-person mediation
experience. 

Still, an important issue for all parties is confidentiality.
While most videoconferencing platforms allow the host to
record the session and/or obtain a transcript, MERC mediators
never record the sessions and do not allow participants to do so
either.  This recording prohibition applies whether mediation is
in-person or remote.   

Many videoconferencing products have plans with varied
features such as allowing participants to send private or open
“chats,” highlighting the active speaker and allowing large
meetings with over 100 active participants.

Although videoconferencing is a great current and future
tool for MERC mediations, there can be drawbacks.  These
negatives include some participants not having access to a
smart phone or computer type device, poor internet reception
in rural areas, and even some “technology anxiety” among some
party representatives. However, with time, education and
experience, these drawbacks will disappear and more parties will
discover that MERC remote mediation does not require any
special skillset or “advanced degree.” Not only is MERC
remote mediation a smart choice during this era of COVID-19,
but videoconference mediation in those appropriate instances
is here to stay post-pandemic. �

Over the past several months, the impact of COVID-19 has
left few Michigan events unscathed. Certainly, MERC labor
mediation activity has been no exception. In early March of
this year, MERC mediation requests slowed down, while
management and labor unions addressed more pressing issues,
such as telecommute arrangements, business closures, and
employee health and safety issues. However, as
parties strived to move collective bargaining efforts forward,
and bargaining unit members continued to file grievances,
videoconferencing became the practical approach to mediation
in the COVID-19 era, and a likely tool for future MERC
mediation activity.

While there are numerous videoconferencing platforms for
business and personal use (e.g. Microsoft Teams, BlueJeans
Meetings, and GoToMeeting), Zoom quickly became a routine
“go to” platform for use by many MERC Labor Mediators.
There are several reasons why videoconferencing platforms
became a smart choice for remote mediation use. 

First and foremost, during a pandemic, videoconferencing
eliminates in-person contact. Each participant can easily and
safely work from their home or office using their personal or
business device. This factor alone has allowed parties to
continue mediation meetings without fear of becoming virus-
infected or potentially infecting others. Some parties have
elected to use a combination of videoconferencing and in-
person mediation. In this regard, the parties elect to have their
bargaining or grievance team/committee together socially
distanced in a large conference or board room on individual
videoconferencing devices, while the other party and mediator
participate remotely. While some parties may prefer this
combination approach, multiple individual videoconferencing
devices in the same room can produce audio problems unless
the microphones are muted.   

Second, MERC mediation sessions often can involve long-
distance travel for the mediator, party representatives, and at
times, the entire bargaining team or grievance committee
members. Videoconferencing eliminates the need for travel,
thus, eliminating negative issues with time, added cost, and
inclement weather conditions. In fact, when in-person
mediation is scheduled and road conditions become hazardous,
videoconferencing is a smart alternative to avoid canceling the
meeting and having to find a new date. Notably, many
videoconference platforms, including Zoom, offer immediate
meeting scheduling that allows for a quick change of in-person
meeting plans. Moreover, eliminating travel time may lessen or
eliminate scheduling conflicts. 

MERC NEWS

MERC MEDIATION IN THE
COVID-19 ERA AND BEYOND

Elizabeth L. Peters
Labor Mediator 
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2.

The 1918 Influenza and COVID-19—and most pandemics in
between—are zoonotic, diseases caused by viruses  jumping from
animals to humans. The close physical proximity between humans
and animals makes China’s “wet markets” and 20,000 “wildlife”
farms—and our own factory-farms—breeding grounds for
zoonotic diseases. 

To understand how viruses jump from animals to humans,
read Dr. Warren Andiman’s How Lethal Zoonotic Viruses Spill
Over and Threaten Us and Dr. Michael Oldstone’s Viruses, Plagues,
and History.

3.

Our dependence on animals for food is bad for our health. Dr.
Michael Greger and Dr. Joel Kahn warn that today’s food
industry—like the now-diminished tobacco industry does with
cigarettes—kills people. This time the poison is not nicotine; it is
highly-processed animal-based “edible” garbage.  

We face death from obesity-related diseases and zoonotic
viruses, alone and in combination, because of our dependence on
animal products. We must ban certain food production practices,
reduce dependence on domesticated and wild animals for food,
and take other preventative steps to reduce health risks.  

4.

We can be better prepared to survive COVID-19 and future
pandemics if we improve our health now—with vegan diets,
exercise, and other lifestyle habits. Read The Plant-Based
Solution: America's Healthy Heart Doc's Plan to Power Your
Health by Michigan Cardiologist Joel Kahn, America’s healthy
heart doctor and vegan superstar.  

Read Dr. Michael Greger’s How Not to Die and his How Not
to Diet. His How Not books are long, but worth the effort. At the
least, even thumbing through them will inspire self-discipline.
Greger also has helpful podcasts and a webpage,
NutritionFacts.org.

Neurosurgeon Rahul Jandial shows how to improve your
brain health with diet and exercise, in Neurofitness.Dr. John Ratey
details the importance of exercise for the brain and fighting
depression, in The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the
Brain.

5.

Doctors Kahn, Greger, Jandial, and Ratey echo the wisdom of
Maimonides (1135–1204): “No disease that can be treated by diet
should be treated by any other means.” More recently, our
Founding Fathers taught that being healthy and fit is key to
happiness.  Benjamin Franklin said to “lengthen thy life, lessen thy
meals.” Thomas Jefferson advised: “Not less than two hours a day
should be devoted to exercise and the weather should be little
regarded. If the body be feeble, the mind will not be strong.” 

6.

So boost your immune system and brain health. Cut back
on—or stop—eating animal products. Eat more plants. Don’t
smoke plants—or anything else. Exercise outside—even when it
is cold and raining. Don’t shake or kiss hands. Wear your mask.
Wash your hands often. Practice respiratory etiquette (e.g., don’t

THE PANDEMIC OF 2020 AND
READER’S GUIDE TO HEALTH

John G. Adam
Legghio & Israel, P.C.

“Everybody knows that pestilences have a way of recurring
in the world; yet somehow we find it hard to believe in ones that
crash down on our heads from a blue sky.” Albert Camus, The
Plague (1947). 

We knew about past “pestilences” but we were not prepared
for COVID-19 crashing down on our heads. The Pandemic of
2020 provides a blunt reminder that our health and our
economy—our way of life—are vulnerable to nature.   

COVID-19 kills and causes serious illness, mainly among the
elderly and people with co-morbidities—obesity, high blood
pressure, coronary artery disease, cardiomyopathies, and
pulmonary hypertension.  

To help reduce the risks of COVID-19 and unforeseen future
pestilences crashing down on our heads, I offer this reader’s guide
to books that will make the reader wiser and healthier and better
prepared.

1.

Dr. Michael Greger warns, in How to Survive a Pandemic,
that the “current coronavirus pandemic may just be a dress
rehearsal for the coming plague.” Indeed, COVID-19 is mild in
comparison to our greatest plague, The Great Influenza of 1918 (fka
The Spanish Flu).  

In his excellent book, The Great Influenza, John Barry writes
that the 1918 “influenza likely caused at least fifty million deaths
worldwide, and possibly as many as one hundred million.” About
675,000 died of the Spanish Flu in the United States alone, a
number ten times higher than the number of American soldiers
killed in World War I.  Yet, Barry writes, 100 million deaths—out
of a 1.8 billion world population in 1918—“understates the horror
of the disease.” This is because “roughly half of those who died
were young men and women in the prime of their life, in their
twenties and thirties.” A hundred million deaths in 1918 would
equate to 400 million deaths in 2020, based on our current 7.8
billion world population. 

Victor Vaughan (1851-1929)—a doctor in the Army Medical
Corps during the Spanish Flu and a University of Michigan
Medical School dean—warned that because of the “lies of public
officials and the press” about the Spanish Flu “civilization”
almost “disappeared.” Vaughan’s contemporary, Dr. William Osler
died in 1919 of bronchial infection following influenza. Osler
warned in 1904: “Humanity has but three great enemies: fever,
famine and war; of these by far the greatest, by far the most
terrible, is fever.”  

Dr. Jeremy Brown warns, in Influenza: The Hundred Year
Hunt to Cure the Deadliest Disease in History (2018), that even
with all the medical advances in the last hundred years,  if a
“pandemic strain of influenza as deadly as the 1918 virus were to
infect the United States today, more than 2 million people could
die.”
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cough or sneeze on others) and “social” distance.  And, as we now
say, “stay healthy.”  And read: 

1. Michael Greger, How to Survive a Pandemic (2020), How Not
to Diet (2019), and How Not to Die (2015). 

2. John M. Barry, The Great Influenza: The Story of the Deadliest
Pandemic in History (2004).

3. Jeremy Brown, Influenza: The Hundred Year Hunt to Cure the
Deadliest Disease in History (2018).

4. Victor C. Vaughan,  A Doctor’s Memories (1926).

5. Richard Adler, Victor Vaughan: A Biography of the Pioneering
Bacteriologist, 1851-1929 (2014).

6. Warren A. Andiman,  Animal Viruses and Humans, a Narrow
Divide: How Lethal Zoonotic Viruses Spill Over and Threaten
Us (2018).

7. Michael B.A. Oldstone,  Viruses, Plagues, and History (2010). 

8. Joel K. Kahn, The Plant-Based Solution: America's Healthy
Heart Doc's Plan to Power Your Health  (2018) and The Whole
Heart Solution: Halt Heart Disease Now with the Best
Alternative and Traditional Medicine (2013).

9. John J. Ratey, The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and
the Brain (2008). 

10. Rahul Jandial, Neurofitness—A Brain Surgeon's Secrets to
Boost Performance and Unleash Creativity (2019).

11. Barbara Natterson-Horowitz,  Zoobiquity: What Animals Can
Teach Us About Health and the Science of Healing (2012)
and Wildhood: The Epic Journey from Adolescence to
Adulthood in Humans and Other Animals (2019).

12. Andreas Michalsen, The Nature Cure (2019). 

13. Siddhartha Mukherjee, The Emperor of All Maladies: A
Biography of Cancer (2010) and The Gene: An Intimate
History (2016). 

14. David Schneider, The Invention of Surgery: A History of
Modern Medicine: From the Renaissance to the Implant
Revolution (2020). 

15. Sherwin B. Nuland, Doctors: A Biography of Medicine
(1988), The Doctors' Plague: Germs, Childbed Fever, and the
Strange Story of Ignac Semmelweis (2003), andMaimonides
(2005). 

16. Michael Bliss,  William Osler (2016),  Harvey Cushing: A
Life in Surgery (2005), and  Plague: A Story of Smallpox in
Montreal (1991).

17. Lisa Sanders,  Diagnosis: Solving the Most Baffling Medical
Mysteries (2019) and Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical
Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis (2009). 

18. Bill Bryson, The Body: A Guide For Occupants (2019).

Editor’s Note: John Adam is a doctor—okay, a juris doctor. But
he is married to an M.D.  

Lawnotes Disclaimer: Do not follow John Adam’s medical
advice without first consulting your personal physicians (in-
person or by tele-medicine). Read the books Adam recommends
only after consulting your ophthalmologist, optometrist, and
optician. �

COURT FINDS DODD-FRANK
CLAIMS ARBITRABLE

Eric J. Pelton
Kienbaum Hardy Viviano Pelton Forrest

The Federal Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) whistleblower
provisions prohibit mandatory arbitration. However, unlike SOX,
which was enacted in 2002, arbitration agreements are enforceable
under the Dodd-Frank Act, enacted in 2010, according to a recent
decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. In
Daly v. Citigroup Inc., the court differentiated Dodd-Frank claims
from those under SOX. Ironically, while Dodd-Frank amended
SOX to explicitly state the agreements to arbitrate disputes under
SOX’s anti-retaliation provision are not enforceable, it did not
provide that arbitration agreements are not enforceable under its
own anti-retaliation provision.

Whistleblower protections were built into SOX when it was
enacted in the wake of Enron and other corporate financial fraud
cases. In 2008, on the heels of the financial crisis, Congress passed
Dodd-Frank as part of extensive financial system regulatory
reforms. Like SOX, Dodd-Frank includes an anti-retaliation
provision that protects employees who engage in certain activity
protected by the statute. In the simplest of terms, SOX was
designed to protect both internal and external whistleblowing of
certain activities within publicly traded companies, whereas
Dodd-Frank protects whistleblowers who disclose information to
the SEC.

In Daly, a Citigroup vice president in its Private Banking
Division alleged that her supervisor directed her to violate
securities laws by giving him non-public information that he
would pass to his favored clients. The plaintiff’s employment was
terminated two weeks after she complained to Citigroup attorneys
and human resources employees. She brought several claims,
including a retaliation claim under Dodd-Frank. The trial court
granted Citygroup’s motion to enforce a pre-dispute arbitration
agreement between the company and the plaintiff. The plaintiff
appealed.

On appeal, the Second Circuit affirmed the trial court’s
decision to enforce the arbitration agreement. The court
highlighted the fact that the Dodd-Frank legislation added
provisions to three other statutes to prohibit arbitration agreements
covering claims under those statutes: SOX; the Commodity
Exchange Act; and the Consumer Financial Protection Act. In as
much as Congress expressly chose to add anti-arbitration language
to those statutes, and not to Dodd-Frank itself, Congress could not
have intended to preclude arbitration of Dodd-Frank claims. In
finding that the SOX anti-arbitration provision does not extend to
Dodd-Frank claims, the court also pointed to differences in Dodd-
Frank’s and SOX’s prohibited conduct, procedural scheme, and
available remedies. The court observed that the SOX anti-
arbitration provision restricts its applicability to its own statutory
scheme, but not to that of Dodd-Frank.

The Second Circuit joins the Third Circuit and a majority of
U.S. District Courts that have addressed the issue. Among the
plethora of anti-arbitration bills pending in the current Congress
is a Senate bill that would prohibit pre-dispute arbitration
agreements of Dodd-Frank whistleblower claims. Despite a
similar House bill that passed overwhelmingly, it is unlikely any
action will be taken in the last few months of this Congress. �
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THE DOL CONTINUES
PUBLISHING AT RECORD SPEED

Sonja L. Lengnick
Kienbaum Hardy Viviano Pelton Forrest

Opinion Letters.The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has
released a number of additional opinion letters concerning the
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). The two most broadly
applicable FLSA letters were issued on January 7, 2020. 

FLSA 2020-1 addressed an overtime issue regarding non-
discretionary bonuses. You probably know that
non-discretionary bonuses paid to non-exempt employees must
be included in the regular rate for the purposes of calculating
overtime. FLSA 2020-1 provides guidance on how to calculate
the regular rate when the non-discretionary bonus is paid for
work conducted over several weeks. 

In the scenario addressed in this opinion, the employer
paid a lump sum bonus of $3,000 to employees on completion
of a ten-week training. The employees were required to
promise to complete an additional eight weeks of training in
order to receive the bonus, but the bonus was paid even if they
did not complete the next eight weeks. During the ten-week
training, the employees would work overtime during two
weeks. The bonus payment was not allocated to these two
weeks, but was meant to motivate the employees to complete
the ten-week training course. Because there was no indication
the bonus was earned in any specific week, the DOL opined
that it should be allocated equally over the ten weeks of
training.   If the facts had demonstrated that it would not be
appropriate to make a weekly allocation, the bonus should be
allocated over the number of hours worked in the bonus period.
This could occur, for example, if an employee does not work
each and every workweek of the bonus period.

FLSA 2020-2 concerned whether certain proposed
payments to otherwise exempt employees constituted payment
on a fee basis or salary basis. The facts involved a consultant
who was assigned a project for an academic year (a 40-week
duration) and would be paid a total of $80,000 for the project.
Payment would be made on a biweekly basis of 20 installments
of $4,000. During the same time, the consultant worked on a
second project for the same employer over eight weeks, for
which $6,000 was paid in four biweekly installments of
$1,500. The employer sought an opinion on whether the
proposed per-job payment basis was consistent with the fee
basis regulations contained in Section 541.605(a), and, if not,
whether the method of compensation would be permissible
salary under the salary basis regulations. 

The DOL concluded that the compensation for both
projects satisfied the salary basis test. The employee would
receive a predetermined salary in 20 equal biweekly
installments, and the amount of the payment was guaranteed and
not subject to a reduction based upon the quality or quantity of
work. The compensation for the second project was

permissible additional compensation allowed under the
regulations. 

The other recent DOL opinion letters concern whether
active duty service members participating in a job training
program would be subject to FLSA; the ordinary meaning of
the phrase “not less than one month” for purposes of FLSA
section 7(i)’s representative period requirement; the
employment status of volunteer reserve deputies who perform
paid extra duty work for third parties; and the application of
the section 7(k) overtime exemption to public agency
employees engaged in both fire protection and law
enforcement activities.

Rulemaking.On January 16, 2020, the DOL published its
final rule on joint employment, which will be effective March
16. The final rule sets forth a four-factor balancing test the
DOL will use for determining whether two employers are
actually joint employers of a worker under the FLSA. The final
rule essentially tracks the proposed rule and provides that in
determining whether a second entity is a joint employer of a
worker for purposes of the FLSA, the DOL will examine
whether the second employer:

• Hires or fires the employee;

• Supervises and controls the employee’s work schedule
or conditions of employment to a substantial degree;

•  Determines the employee’s rate and method of payment;
and

• Maintains the employee’s employment records.

No single factor is dispositive in determining joint
employer status, and the second employer must actually
exercise one or more of the four control factors. Reserving the
right to exercise this control may be relevant for determining
joint employer status, but simply reserving the right, and not
utilizing it, does not by itself establish a joint employer
relationship. The final rule also clarifies that an employee’s
“economic dependence” on a potential joint employer does not
determine whether it is a joint employer under the FLSA.

The newly promulgated rule includes several examples
applying the four-factor test to various fact patterns and
provides practical guidance to employers with potential joint
employment issues. Employers also must be cognizant of state
laws regarding the joint employment liability standards
applicable in the states in which they have workers, which may
differ from the DOL perspective. 

And, as a reminder, the DOL’s new salary threshold for
the white collar exemptions went into effect on January 1,
2020. As of January 1, the salary threshold went from $455 per
week ($23,660 annually) to $684 per week ($35,568 annually).
If you have full-time employees who you classify as exempt
under the administrative, professional, or executive
exemptions, they must make a salary of at least $684 per week
to continue to be exempt (in addition to continuing to meet the
duties test). �
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DO NOT BE AFRAID
OF ZOOM

by
Dr. Schmeuss

Do not be afraid of Zoom

You can do it in your room

You can do it if you choose

You can do it without shoes

You can use it for a dep

You can save yourself a schlep

You don’t have to wear a mask

You can do it if you ask

Arbitrators will all tell you

We don’t have to touch or smell you

Zoom is safer, Zoom is cleaner

We can judge your guy’s demeanor

You can confidently hire us

And we will not get the virus

You will save a ton of bread

And we will not end up dead 

Editor’s Note. The above poem was submitted by
Lawnotes columnist, Barry Goldman, as a “guest
column,” written by Goldman’s “friend and colleague”
Dr. Schmeuss, who is perhaps best known for his recent
collection Poetry, Shmoetry—The Best of Rhymes, The
Worst of Rhymes (Lower Peninsula Online State
College Press 2020).

FOR WHAT 
IT’S WORTH

Barry Goldman
Arbitrator and Mediator

MY FIGHT AGAINST
BALLOT HARVESTING

John G. Adam
Legghio & Israel, P.C.

More “than half of states allow a third party to collect”
mail ballots, according to a recent Detroit News article.
Third-party mail-ballot collection is called—by some —
“ballot harvesting.” 

I opposed ballot harvesting in 2003 in an NLRB-
conducted mail-ballot-election involving two competing
unions.  See Fessler & Bowman, Inc., 341 NLRB 932
(2004). 

In Fessler, each union got 12 of the 24 votes cast in the
first election. In the runoff, the incumbent union—not my
client—won 19 to 15. The winner had collected ballots from
some workers, promising to mail the ballots to the NLRB. 

We presented evidence of widespread offers to mail
ballots and the collection of at least two ballots by the
incumbent union.   The hearing officer ruled there was no
evidence of “compromised ballot secrecy.”  The NLRB
reversed.

Fessler announced the “new rule that any party’s
collection of mail ballots constitutes objectionable conduct.”
341 NLRB at 932, 934. 

[T]the secrecy of balloting—be it manual or mail
ballot—is a hallmark of our election procedures.
Where mail-ballot collection by a party occurs, we
find that it casts doubt on the integrity of the
election process and undermines election secrecy.
For this reason, we hold that where a party collects
or otherwise handles voters’ mail ballots, that
conduct is objectionable and may be a basis for
setting aside the election.

I  argued that even if no to-be-mailed ballots were
turned over to the soliciting party, the NLRB should ban all
such solicitations as unlawful polling and interrogation. The
NLRB majority declined to create a per se ban, but
expressed its “disapproval” of solicitation.  The majority
reasoned that the new rule “prohibits parties from collecting
or handling mail ballots,” and so effectively “removes any
incentive” for solicitations.  341 NLRB at 934. The
dissenters wrote that a ban was needed to safeguard
elections. A ban would reduce the possibility of “peer
pressure” to turn over the ballot or be “viewed as a
dissenter.” Id. at 935-936. 

Does Fessler inform the current debate? �
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LAST CHANCE AGREEMENTS
— A USEFUL TOOL

Timothy H. Howlett
Dickinson Wright PLLC

A Last Chance Agreement ("LCA") is an agreement
between the employee and the employer, usually as a last
effort to avoid termination, where the employee must agree
to the LCA as a condition of employment to keep their job.
An LCA is typically structured so the employee agrees that
if the employee engages in one more incident during the
term of the LCA, the employee will be terminated.  LCAs
have traditionally been used in the union context with the
union and the employee agreeing to an LCA with the
employer to avoid termination and the grievance arbitration
process.

A recently published Michigan Court of Appeals'
decision, Jewett v. Mesick Consolidated School District,No.
348407, 2020 WL 3005995 (Mich. Ct. App. Jun. 4, 2020),
highlights why an employer should consider an LCA when
it has reached a decision to terminate an employee, even in
a non-union situation.  In Jewett, the plaintiff brought a
disability discrimination lawsuit against the employer.  By
way of background, and leading up to the lawsuit, the
employer provided plaintiff with an LCA as a condition of
his continued employment in an attempt to avoid
terminating the employee.  The employee, however, refused
to sign the LCA and instead resigned.  In the lawsuit, the
employee argued he was constructively discharged, i.e.,
forced to quit because one of the provisions in the proposed
LCA would have required him to follow “all oral and
written policies”.  Under the facts of that case, the Court
concluded there was simply no basis for concluding that that
single line would make the employee’s working conditions
intolerable, which is a requisite for a constructive discharge
claim.

The Court did note, however, that if an LCA would
cause material loss of benefits to the employee, such as
requiring the employee to waive union grievance rights or any
future determination, it might constitute an adverse
employment action and therefore be discriminatory.

The Court upheld the LCA, which expressly required
that the employee follow and complete all directives, fully
complete his duties and responsibilities, and be prompt and
regular in attendance.  The LCA also provided that the
employee would be immediately terminated if he failed to
meet the conditions of the LCA; that he would be closely
monitored and must accept supervision; that he would be
expected to report to work at his scheduled time and be

prepared to work; and that he would follow all oral and
written policies, procedures, directives and instructions
communicated from the administration and/or the
supervisor.  The Court determined that the employer had a
legitimate reason for conditioning the employee’s continued
employment on the LCA.

When considering termination, employers should
consider whether it is more prudent to use an LCA than to
terminate the employee.  The LCA can be very useful if the
employer is concerned about lack of documentation in the
employee's file.  It also undercuts the employee’s ability to
claim that the employee was not aware that their conduct
could lead to termination, which also can assist with
defending an unemployment eligibility determination.  

When the underlying employee performance issue
concerns the abuse of drugs or alcohol, an LCA can be
combined with a treatment and drug rehabilitation
requirement and/or testing provision, which is also helpful
in disability cases.  An LCA can also be combined with
anger management or other training in the case of behavioral
or harassment issues.  

An LCA, however, cannot be used to require an
employee to waive the right to seek relief with the EEOC or
a federal court if the employee is ultimately terminated.  An
LCA, if breached, however, can provide the employer with
a strong defense that it has given the employee an
opportunity to keep their job and that the employee had
specifically agreed to the LCA and breached it knowing the
consequences.

The employer should make sure that it is on strong
grounds in terminating an employee for the breach of the
LCA.  In other words, it will want to make sure it has strong
evidence that the LCA was violated and that the violation is
a substantial violation.  

In short, employers should consider an LCA in cases
where they have determined that the employee’s
performance has been so unsatisfactory that they have
reached the point where they are prepared to terminate the
employee, and yet they have concerns regarding the
termination.  Those concerns could include concerns about
documentation of the performance issues, concerns that the
employee was not put on notice that they could be
terminated, or even concerns regarding the effects of the
termination on the workforce.  In a best case scenario, the
employee may get the message that they are a valued
employee and that the employer is trying to work with the
employee to manage the employee’s performance issues to
make the employee a better employee and actually become
a valuable employee. �
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(Continued on page 16)

MERC UPDATE
Aubree A. Kugler
White Schneider PC 

A summary of two recent Decisions issued by the
Michigan Employment Relations Commission (“Commission”)
follows. Decisions of the Commission may be reviewed on the
Bureau of Employment Relations’ website at
www.michigan.gov/merc.

City of Bay City & Utility Workers Union of America,
AFL-CIO, Local 542, Case No. C18 G-067 (May 14, 2020)

The Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO, Local
542 ("Union") filed an unfair labor practice charge against the
City of Bay City ("Employer"), alleging that the Employer
violated its duty to bargain.  The Union asserted that the
Employer had a duty to bargain with the Union prior to
unilaterally eliminating the delivery of paper pay statements
on payday to members of the Union’s bargaining unit.  The
Union represents a bargaining unit of clerical employees,
customer service clerks, park maintenance employees, refuse
collection workers, wastewater treatment plant employees,
water distribution employees, sewer maintenance employees,
street maintenance employees, and mechanics who repair and
maintain trucks and heavy equipment. The matter was assigned
to Administrative Law Judge Julia C. Stern (ALJ Stern).  ALJ
Stern issued her Decision and Recommended Order finding
that the Employer violated PERA. The Employer filed
exceptions with the Commission.

The parties were subject to a collective bargaining
agreement ("CBA") which required that employees utilize
direct deposit of their paychecks. Usually, the Employer
distributed paper confirmation of the direct deposit of
paychecks through its interoffice mail system.  Following the
expiration of the CBA and while the parties were in
negotiations for a new one, the Employer implemented an
electronic portal system that allowed them to view information
related to their employment, such as accrued leave balances,
current benefit selections, and position and pay rate
information.  The electronic system could also be used to view
and print copies of pay statements.  At first, the Employer
continued to deliver paper pay statements to employees at their
workplaces in addition to making that information available
through the portal. 

Eventually, the Employer made the decision to stop
distributing paper pay statements altogether and made the
information exclusively available through the electronic portal.
When the Union’s president learned of that decision, the Union
made a demand to bargain, which the Employer refused on the
basis that the distribution of paper pay statements was not a
mandatory subject of bargaining.  The Employer asserted that
the change in its method of delivering pay statements was a
permissive subject of bargaining.

In its exceptions, the Employer argued that ALJ Stern erred
when she concluded that the elimination of paper pay
statements had an impact on unit employees sufficient to give
rise to a duty to bargain.  The Commission agreed. 

The Commission found that, here, the evidence supported
that all clerical and code enforcement bargaining unit
employees had computers and printers at their worksites.
Employees in the Waste Water Treatment Plant had a computer
terminal and printer in their facility that allowed them access
to and the ability to print their pay statements. Employees at the
Department of Public Works (DPW), if they did not have home
computers, tablets or smart phones, could view their pay
statements on a computer terminal in their employee
breakroom in the DPW, a supervisor’s computer at the DPW,
or at two locations at City Hall. Further, City Hall is less than
a half mile away from the DPW building and is open for at
least two hours after DPW employees get off work.
Additionally, witness testimony established that only one
bargaining unit employee visited the Human Resources office
regularly to print out an electronic pay statement.  Requests for
assistance regarding the electronic portal system were by and
large pertaining to the resetting of passwords; there were no
requests for additional training on the system or how to access
the electronic pay statements. As such, MERC concluded that
the transition to electronic paystubs did not have a “significant
impact” on the bargaining unit because none of the employees
seemed to have a problem utilizing it.

Further, MERC examined longstanding Commission
precedent which has held that it is a prerogative of management
to apply technological advances in the public sector workplace
and that such application is not a mandatory subject of
collective bargaining.  The Commission believed that ALJ
Stern ignored that precedent.  Based on precedent, MERC
found that implementing a new system of distributing paystubs,
and doing so electronically, did not constitute a substantial
alteration to the duties or working conditions of the bargaining
unit that would have given rise to the duty of advance notice to
the Union and an opportunity to bargain prior to
implementation of the new system.  

In addition, MERC noted that after the ALJ’s decision, the
parties continued negotiations for a new CBA.  MERC noted
that, where a CBA covers the matters in dispute, the duty to
bargain has been satisfied.  MERC found that the new CBA
contained language that all employees must utilize direct
deposit, and although it failed to specify whether that meant
there would be no more paper pay statements, the ability to
provide paperless pay statements was allowed under the
section regarding management rights.  The Commission has
held that to be covered by the CBA, a topic need not be
specifically mentioned.  Therefore, MERC believed that the
provisions of the new CBA covered the subject matter in
dispute, and as such the Employer had no duty to bargain
further.
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Therefore, in light of the above, the Commission did not
adopt the decision and proposed order of ALJ Stern and instead
ordered that the Union’s unfair labor practice charge be
dismissed in its entirety.

City of Bay City & Utility Workers Union of America,
AFL-CIO, Local 542, Case No. C18 I-091 (May 14, 2020)

The Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO, Local
542 ("Union") filed a second unfair labor practice charge
against the City of Bay City ("Employer"), alleging that the
Employer violated its duty to bargain.  The Union asserted that
the Employer had a duty to bargain prior to installing cameras
in its sanitation trucks that focus on the driver, and a duty to
bargain regarding the effect the cameras would have on the
bargaining unit members. The Union represents certain
employees of the Employer City, including clerical employees
and customer service clerks, park maintenance employees,
refuse collection workers, wastewater treatment plant
employees, water distribution employees, sewer maintenance
employees, street maintenance employees, and mechanics who
repair and maintain trucks and heavy equipment.  As with the
previous charge, this matter was assigned to Administrative
Law Judge Julia C. Stern ("ALJ Stern").  ALJ Stern issued her
Decision and Recommended Order finding that the Employer
violated PERA by refusing the Union’s demand to bargain and
by installing the cameras without first allowing for the
opportunity to bargain. The Employer filed exceptions with the
Commission.

As stated, the unfair labor practice charge arose following
the Employer’s decision to install cameras in its sanitation
trucks that were focused on the driver.  The Employer asserted
that it regularly receives complaints from citizens about
property damage allegedly caused by the sanitation trucks and
about missed pickups. To help address those types of
complaints, the Employer purchased a new camera system for
all its trucks. The system was installed by its vendor in all
eleven of the Department of Public Works’ sanitation trucks
around June 2018.  In addition to the rear-facing, hopper, and
curbside cameras, the trucks now had cameras installed at cab
level on both sides of the truck that capture passing traffic and
surrounding objects. There are also two cameras mounted
inside the truck.  One captures the driver’s view through the
windshield. The second, the only camera at issue in this case,
was mounted to focus on the driver as he or she sits in the
driver’s seat.  When the truck’s ignition engages, so does the
camera system, and all the cameras automatically turn on.  The
new system includes a screen permanently mounted in the cab.
On the screen, drivers can shift their view from one camera to
another or view more than one camera feed at the same time.
They can also take still pictures from any of the cameras and
use the screen to log in each day and to complete an inspection

MERC UPDATE
(Continued from page 15)

sheet before they leave the vehicle. Unlike the previous factory-
installed cameras, all the cameras on the trucks now record
video.  The camera feeds can also be viewed in real time in the
DPW’s fleet maintenance office.

In a bargaining session for a new collective bargaining
agreement ("CBA"), the Union made the Employer aware of its
position that it should have been notified about the new camera
system prior to installation and that it constituted surveillance
of employees. The Union demanded to bargain about the
cameras and their effect on employees.  The Employer stated
that the installation of the cameras was a management right
and therefore not a mandatory subject of bargaining, and had
no impact on employees because the CBA allowed discipline
only for just cause.  The Employer refused to bargain over the
cameras, and the Union filed the instant unfair labor practice
charge.

The Commission has recognized that certain types of
employer decisions fall within the scope of its inherent
managerial prerogative and are permissive subjects of
bargaining. However, the Commission held that even where
there is no bargaining obligation with respect to a particular
decision, an employer may have a duty to give the union an
opportunity for meaningful bargaining over the effects of that
decision.  Here, MERC decided that where a CBA covers a
mandatory or permissive subject of bargaining, the parties have
fulfilled their statutory duty to bargain and further bargaining
regarding the decision or its effects is not required. As in the
previous case, MERC stated that a particular subject need not
be explicitly mentioned in an agreement in order for the subject
to be “covered by” the agreement.

As stated in the previous case, the parties continued to
negotiate a new CBA following ALJ Stern’s decision.  Here, as
with the previous charge, MERC determined that the subject at
issue, the decision to place cameras in the sanitation trucks,
was covered by provisions of the new agreement addressing
management rights and continuation of working conditions.
Further, the agreement contained a provision for waiver, stating
that the parties agreed that they are not obligated to further
bargain collectively with respect to any subject or matter
covered in the agreement. In light of these provisions, MERC
found that the Employer cannot be required to bargain further
regarding the matter.  MERC further noted that the cameras
were installed in the sanitation trucks as a safety measure and
that the CBA requires bargaining unit employees to use
prescribed safety equipment. Given that the parties entered into
a subsequent agreement that did not alter the Employer’s
ability to install or utilize cameras inside sanitation trucks,
MERC found that the parties included language in their CBA
that sets forth their resolution of the particular subject involved
in the present dispute.

Due to the foregoing reasons, MERC decided not to adopt
the proposed decision of ALJ Stern and dismissed the Union’s
unfair labor practice charge. �
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CRAFTING AN EFFECTIVE
MEDIATION SUMMARY:

TIPS FOR
WRITTEN MEDIATION

Sheldon J. Stark
Mediator and Arbitrator

Introduction 

Your written mediation summary is a crucial communication.
To your mediator it shows your talents, expertise and preparation.
To your client it shows your persuasive powers, serving as a
reminder of all the reasons they hired you.  To your opponents it
demonstrates you have a good story to tell, compelling evidence
to back it up and the skill required to persuade judge or jury,
should the case fail to settle at the mediation table.  I believe the
most important audience is the latter.  The party needing the most
convincing is your opposing party and her counsel.   Mediation
summaries offer a unique opportunity to craft precisely the
message you wish to send the other side - without interruption,
confident it will be read.  A written summary designed to influence
the decision making process on the other side can move the
dispute a long way toward settlement.

What follows are my suggestions for producing a more
cogent, persuasive and effective mediation summary.  If your goal
is to save time or money, of course, feel free to re-use your
dispositive motion papers, your case evaluation submission or
other written materials.  If your goal is to make the most of
mediation, however, I encourage you to prepare a written
summary individually tailored to the mediation process for your
specific and unique dispute.  

An Effective Mediation Summary Tells a Good Story

Tell a story: In many cases, your mediation summary will be
the first exposure the other side will have to your theories and
claims in a single, coherent narrative.  Tell your story in as
persuasive and compelling a fashion as you can.  We are moved by
good stories.  Some say we are hard wired to hear and respond to
good stories.  The most effective trial lawyers are good story
tellers.  There’s a reason tens of thousands of new novels are
published every year.  We sympathize and relate to the participants
in a good story. Your mediation summary should be a good story,
well told.  Why did plaintiff bring this case?  Why did defendant
take the actions complained of at the heart of the suit?  Humanize
your clients and help us understand who they are and why they
acted or reacted as they did. 

Build the story around a theme: The best stories revolve
around universal themes.  There are many articles and books
available on developing a litigation theme, so I won’t spend a lot
of time on this aspect of storytelling, but time spent in crafting a
compelling theme is time well spent. Examples of commonly
recurring themes include:

• “No means no.” 
• “They didn’t follow the rules.” 
• “Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned.”
• “Personal responsibility.”
• “They didn’t keep their promise.”

It’s a form of settlement brochure:Mediation summaries are
not written to “win” the case in the same way Motions for
Summary Judgment are written.  There will be no resolution at
mediation unless the other side agrees to settle.  The mediation
summary is written therefore as a vehicle for demonstrating that
your story will be sympathetic and well-received by the fact finder.
Think of your mediation summary as a form of settlement
brochure: Here’s our story, here’s our theme, here’s our evidence
and here’s why a judge and jury will rule in our favor. 

The medium is the message: Marshall McLuhan taught us
“The Medium is the Message.”  His point was simple:  The
medium used to deliver the message influences how the message
is perceived.  The lesson for advocates is that their written
mediation summaries – including the packaging of it for delivery
to the other side - should convey competence, professionalism,
civility, good judgment and experience.  It says a great deal about
the lawyer and support staff.  Are they attentive?  Conscientious?
Do they take pride in the way their work looks?  Attractive
mediation summaries are written using headlines or section
headings in bold font, with frequent references to the attachments.
Is the summary plus attachments extensive?  Advocates who
recognize the importance of McLuhan’s insight enclose their
summaries in a three-ring binder or have the package tape, comb
or coil bound with professional looking covers.  Exhibits are
attached using tabs, not a simple piece of paper with “Exhibit A”
typed in the middle.  Tabs make it easy for the reader to turn to the
designated document without thumbing through multiple pages
searching for the right one.  A professional-looking mediation
summary package establishes that the advocate is thoughtful,
effective, well-prepared, has a firm grasp of the law and facts and
is likely to be a formidable opponent if the case does not settle.
That’s a message every advocate should want to convey! 

Relief requests: Many lawyers, particularly those who
represent the plaintiff, like to include a dollar demand for relief at
the end of their written summaries.  This is generally a mistake.
First, the written demand is almost always unrealistic.  Indeed, it
is rare for the number written in the summary to surface again at
the table.  Second, I’m not certain who the target is for the written
number – but it will surely be read by the other side.  When the
number is a departure from the last offers discussed by the parties
during direct negotiations, the result is consternation, anger and
sometimes a reluctance to continue the discussion.  A simple
statement that the writer intends to make a demand consistent with
the law and evidence will generally suffice.  That said, if you have
an economic damage model showing lost wages to date, lost
profits, lost future profits, front pay, or whatever other economic
claim you have, your mediation summary is a good place to
transmit it to the other side.  The message, however, is not “this
number represents my demand.”  The message is “I’ll be making
a reasonable proposal to settle at the table.  The numbers in the
example represent an economic analysis I expect to blackboard if
this dispute doesn’t settle.”  

Non-economic relief: By contrast, the written mediation
summary is often a good place to signal that a party has non-
economic concerns as well as economic ones.  For example, if
plaintiff in a wrongful discharge case will be seeking
reinstatement, advance notice in the written summary provides
management time to meet with the appropriate parties to
determine if relationship repair is in the cards. 
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Encourage the other side to provide a copy to her client: If
you have a concern that the party on the other side of the case
might not be given a copy of your summary to read,
prepare two copies.  Serve both on opposing counsel and explain
that one copy is a courtesy for his client.  Bring extra copies to
mediation to provide one to the other side.  If they did not share
it before, you can be sure it will be read during caucus. 

Mediation Advocacy Adopts a
Reasonable and Collaborative Tone

In mediation, I ask the disputants to leave their zealous
advocacy persona at the door and replace it with a joint problem
solver mindset.  Mediation is where we ask the parties to
cooperate in the search for common ground.  Everyone in the
process has the exact same problem: how do we settle the dispute
before us?  Approaching mediation as joint problem solvers is
very different from an approach using traditional advocacy
models.  Joint problem solvers adopt the right tone in their
summaries and their oral presentations.  They create the right
atmosphere for settlement.  They resist the urge to litigate
grievances between the lawyers (“he hasn’t cooperated in
discovery,” for example.)  They replace invective and harsh words
with a reasonable and logical presentation.  They seek to de-
escalate, not ratchet up the emotions.  We’ve all heard the old
adage, “We get more flies with honey than vinegar.”  It’s equally
applicable to mediation summaries.  See also, “Making the Most
of Mediation: 10 Top Tips for Maximizing Results in the Process,”
Tip #9.  https://www.starkmediator.com/?p=64 

Effective Mediation Summaries are Supported by the Evidence

The story must be true: Every important statement in the
mediation summary should have evidentiary support in the record
or in a signed affidavit.  Establish the validity and reliability of
the good story you’re telling by showing you have the evidence to
back it up.  When evidentiary support is attached to the summary
in the form of exhibits, you demonstrate readiness to try your case
if it cannot be settled.  Supporting exhibits compel the other side
to engage in a productive conversation with the mediator which
includes risk assessment, reality testing and, perhaps, a wake-up
call. 

Examples: Is the dispute centered on a lease or contract?
Attach it as an exhibit.  Is there a key memorandum summarizing
your client’s version of the meeting?  Provide a copy.  If it’s likely
to serve as an exhibit at trial or an attachment for dispositive
motion practice, chances are it will serve a useful purpose at
mediation.  From the employment policy allegedly violated to the
written procedure setting forth proper practice; from the
inconsistent EEOC complaint to the email exchange that turned the
relationship sour; from the falsified employment application to
the misrepresentation about the value of an asset; from the notes
summarizing the meeting to the performance improvement plan
preceding discharge; from the photographs and diagrams to
financial charts and graphs; all are persuasive examples of your
readiness to try your case.  Equally powerful are deposition
transcript pages containing key admissions, effective cross-

examination and support for your theories.  Exhibits bolster
advocate credibility, underscore the risk opposing counsel faces and
set the stage for a meaningful mediation process. 

Highlight exhibits: Some exhibits are longer than others.
Don’t make the mediator or opposing counsel pore over the pages
reading every word.  Don’t annoy everyone by forcing your reader
to figure out on her own which paragraph in a 40-page document
is the one you’re relying on.  Use a highlighter to focus precisely
on the key language.  Indeed, if the language is especially
compelling, attach it and quote it in the body of your summary, as
well. 

Don’t send the wrong message: When counsel does not
attach record evidence, several alternative conclusions are likely
to be drawn by the mediator and the other side, none of them
favorable.  First: you don’t have the goods to back up your claims
or defenses.  Ouch.  Second: you did not think your case was
worth the time and effort to warrant the effort.  (“If counsel really
thought this case was worth six figures, he would have done the
work!”)  Double ouch.  Third: counsel is not well prepared.  Hmm.
One essential factor in risk assessment is sizing up the skills,
motivation and effectiveness of the advocates.  No self-respecting
trial lawyer wants to be thought of as ill prepared and ineffective.
Fourth: the documentation is vulnerable.  Counsel has not
produced the document because it’s weak or easily construed
against him.  Know too that your client may pick up on these same
conclusions and start questioning your effectiveness.

A Solid Legal Analysis Provides a Firm Foundation

Include a section containing your legal analysis: I practiced
law for many years.  I have a good handle on any number of areas
of legal specialization including employment law, business torts,
police misconduct and probate.  Nonetheless, I welcome a legal
analysis, a quick review of the law, a reminder about burdens of
proof, prima facie showings, presumptions and the like.  It never
hurts to remind the mediator and opposing counsel of express
statutory language, important regulations, rules or code
provisions.  If there are cases that support your claim, by all means
attach them as exhibits, too.   Where a court has already ruled on
the same exclusion provision of an insurance contract or a similar
legal claim, for example, don’t assume the mediator – or even
opposing counsel – is aware of it.  If you’ve got the law, make
certain everyone else at the table has it, too.

Highlight cases: If a case contains facts similar to the ones
in the dispute being mediated, highlight the facts.  If there are legal
principles on which you rely, highlight the passage in the case you
think especially apt.  Don’t be afraid to “spoon feed” your reader.
At least in my case, I’ll think it effective advocacy!

The Most Persuasive Summaries Focus on Risk

Mediation is not about right and wrong: The strongest and
most persuasive advocates are unlikely to convince the other side
that “we’re right and you’re wrong.”  Efforts to persuade the other
side about the facts run into a brick wall.  They have their own
story to tell, their own version of reality.  Their resistance may be
reinforced by lack of trust, a failure to communicate, bad blood,
prior experience or ignorance.  Most disputants reach mediation
filled with skepticism for the other side’s arguments.  I often hear
the lawyers say that just hearing the other side’s version may be
unproductive.  Even where the parties agree to listen to each other
with an open mind, few are able to live up to their promise.  As a

CRAFTING AN EFFECTIVE
MEDIATION SUMMARY:
TIPS FOR WRITTEN MEDIATION
(Continued from page 17)
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result, I tell the participants that we’re never going to agree on the
facts, or on who is right and who is wrong. Nor am I going to
spend time trying to find agreement.

Focus on risk factors: By contrast, in my experience, good
advocates are often able to agree on identification of risk factors.
This case is assigned to Judge X. How likely is Judge X to grant
a dispositive motion?  Both sides generally agree when Judge X
is more receptive to one side or another.  What happens if the
motion is granted?  What happens if it is denied?  What leads you
to think Judge X will grant a motion in this case? Is there a key
piece of evidence supporting your claim?  Is the other side likely
to file a Motion in Limine to exclude it? How likely is Judge X to
grant a Motion in Limine? How strong is the case if the evidence
is admitted; how strong if it is not? Either way, is the question
close enough to warrant an appeal, thereby costing more time,
money, effort and disruption? If an important eye-witness hasn’t
been found by the time of mediation, what are the odds she will
be found by the time of trial? How strong is the case if the witness
testifies; how strong if the witness does not appear? If a key
witness or party has credibility problems, what is the likely impact
on the overall claim or defense? No matter how compelling a
witness, if he falsified his employment application, cheated on his
expense reports or told a bald-faced lie during the investigation,
there is a serious risk that nothing he says under oath from the
witness stand will be believed. 

Spell out the risk factors: I encourage advocates to weave a
discussion of the risk factors into their mediation summary or
include a separate section focused on the other side’s risks.  A risk
analysis from a skilled trial lawyer will often be more persuasive
than an exposition of events from your client’s perspective. 

Risk factors assist the mediator: There’s another
compelling reason to focus on risk factors in your summary.  They
prepare the mediator to spend time with opposing counsel asking
tough questions.  As mediator, I want to know the strongest parts
of your case and the areas of greatest risk to the other side in order
to have an effective conversation in private caucus. I also welcome
your candor in discussing your own weaknesses – and how you
intend to handle them.

A Picture Is Worth 1000 Words

Visual aids at mediation: Visual aids, videos, photos, charts
and diagrams are effective demonstrative aids at trial. Few lawyers
take the opportunity to use them in mediation. Visual aids are
powerful. They are compelling. They persuade. Using them in
mediation gives the other side a preview of what’s in store at
trial. You may lose the element of surprise, but in this era when only
a tiny minority of cases are tried, they increase your settlement
prospects at mediation. A well-respected federal district judge
once told me that in criminal cases in his courtroom, federal
prosecutors meet with the accused and defense counsel. Using
“Trial Director” software, the prosecutor demonstrates how the
government intends to present its case at trial.  Since beginning the
practice, the number of pleas shot up significantly. 

Visual aids can close the deal: Visual aids are often far more
compelling than words.  We say, “a picture is worth 1000 words”
for a reason.  Accordingly, I encourage you to consider using them
in your mediation summaries. When your case involves
understanding the significance of financial data, statistics or
complicated numbers, the value of charts and graphs grows
exponentially.

Incorporate technology:Mediation is an opportunity to take
advantage of technology. In a serious injury case, for example,
counsel might consider providing the other side and the mediator
with a video revealing a day in plaintiff’s life. In an Americans
with Disabilities case, which turns on whether a machine can be
modified to accommodate plaintiff’s medical condition, a video of
the machine in operation could be highly effective. In a landlord-
tenant dispute, video of water leaking down from the ceiling onto
someone’s expensive computer as a result of inadequate roof
repair can be highly persuasive.

Private and Confidential Supplements
to Your Mediation Summary

Mediator “eyes only” submissions: During the pre-
mediation conference call, I always offer attorneys the option of
submitting something in writing on a mediator “eyes only” basis,
not to be shared with the other side absent express permission to
do so. Lawyers are often reluctant to take advantage of the offer. 

Ex parte communications are proper: An “eyes only”
submission is an ex parte communication. Most Michigan
litigators are familiar with an all-caucus model where the parties
sit in separate rooms and the mediator shuttles back and forth
carrying messages between them. Every communication in that
model is ex parte. Why wait until the day of mediation to start
sharing important but sensitive information with the mediator?

Concentrate on interests and needs: That said, private and
confidential “eyes only” communications work best when used to
discuss a party’s underlying needs and interests rather than
positions. Your positions are best laid out in your public, shared
submissions. The private letter is an opportunity to tell the
mediator how he can best help you.  Do you have a problem?  Do
you face a particular risk? What do you see as the biggest
obstacles to settlement? What suggestions do you have to
overcome those obstacles? What are your clients underlying needs
and interests?  Does your client have a concern that if she settles
this case, there are numerous other potential claimants out there
who might learn about the settlement and sue, as well?  How do
you size up the underlying needs and interests of the other side?
What’s driving them? What would help them get comfortable
putting this dispute behind them? Do you have suggestions for
settlement options or terms that might be well received by the
other side if the monetary issues can be resolved? In my
experience, Michigan lawyers are reluctant to agree to this option. 

Decide as you write: There is no need to decide immediately
during the pre-mediation conference call.  Reserve the option “just
in case.” As you write your public mediation summary for
exchange with opposing counsel and client, think about what you
might want to say privately to the mediator.  If it makes sense,
draft a “private and confidential” eyes-only letter to supplement
your public summary.  

Conclusion

Most participants in mediation recognize that mediation
advocacy is different from the traditional zealous advocacy most
common in the judicial process.  The same principles apply to
your mediation summary. Your written submission presents a
unique opportunity to engage in cogent and persuasive written
advocacy. If you draft your next written submissions as
recommended and package them to deliver a message of
professionalism and competence, the results achieved at the table
are likely to be better than you expect. �
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ARBITRATION
JUGGERNAUT
ROLLS ON
Noel D. Massie

Kienbaum Hardy Viviano Pelton Forrest

Arbitration’s status as an accepted method of dispute
resolution continues to expand and gain force, as illustrated
by actions taken in late 2019 by the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC). In Tarlton and Son,
decided by the Board on October 30, 2019, three
employees jointly filed a wage and hour suit against their
employer, prompting the employer to adopt a mandatory
arbitration policy several weeks later. That policy required
employees to submit employment related claims to binding
arbitration on an individual basis. The NLRB held that,
although the employees’ lawsuit constituted protected
concerted activity, as the Board had recently ruled in
Cordua Restaurants (2019), an employer can require
employees to resolve employment claims through
individualized arbitration without violating their rights
under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).

And in December 2019 the EEOC rescinded (by a 2-
1 vote) its position—held for over two decades—that
mandatory arbitration agreements that purport to cover
employment discrimination claims should not be enforced,
because they undermine the proper enforcement of federal
anti-discrimination laws. During that time the EEOC’s
policy had become increasingly out of step with developing
law, as the U.S. Supreme Court held such agreements
enforceable under the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) in a
growing variety of settings. The EEOC emphasized that
rescission of its anti-mandatory arbitration policy did
not “limit the ability of the Commission or any other party
to challenge the enforceability of a particular arbitration
agreement.” Still, this change of direction recognizes
that the growing use of arbitration gives the EEOC
reduced leverage to obtain relief for employees through
conciliation.

Meanwhile, a U.S. District Court in the Eighth
Circuit, applying Missouri law, held in Taylor v.
Dolgencorp that a newly hired employee had made an
arbitration agreement by clicking an electronic acceptance
box online and typing her initials. The employee had been
advised that those actions would constitute acceptance of
the employer’s arbitration policy. Applying Missouri’s
version of the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, the
court rejected her argument that an individual physical
manifestation of consent (such as a traditional signature)
was needed to form a valid arbitration agreement.
Furthermore, the employer had shown its intent to be
bound by setting up the website and its associated
instructions. �

SELF-EDITING AND THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Stuart M. Israel
Legghio & Israel, P.C.

Robert Burns wrote, in pertinent part: “O wad some Pow’r
the giftie gie us, to see oursels as ithers see us! It wad frae mony
a blunder free us.”1

This applies to legal writing. We often are unaware of our
own blunders, but “ithers” see them. And we readily see “mony a
blunder” in motions, briefs, and letters written by “ither” lawyers.

Is there some way to improve your ability to eliminate your
own blunders before others see them, you ask? I am here to help.
Follow this three-step process.

Step 1.  Read the motion on the next page.
The motion uses some poetic license—but not much. 
Mostly, I just changed the names. I did this for two reasons.

First, I want it clear that the motion is hypothetical, for educational
purposes only, that no identification with any actual person (living
or dead) or any actual entity (thriving or in Chapter 11) is intended
or should be inferred, and that no animals were harmed in the
preparation of the hypothetical motion. Second, if you wrote the
actual motion on which I modeled the hypothetical motion, I want
to spare you further public embarrassment.

Step 2.  Take your red pen to the motion. 
Follow George Orwell’s rule: “If it is possible to cut a word

out, always cut it out.”2You will discover that it is possible to cut
out lots of words without diminishing the effectiveness of the
motion by an iota.

Step 3.  Apply your new insight.
Take what you learned about eliminating what Mark Twain

called “fluff and flowers and verbosity.”3 Apply it to your own
writing. Self-edit. Use the “giftie” of empathy for your readers. If
you assess your early drafts as would “ithers,” your red pen will
free you from “mony a blunder.”

CONCLUSION
Henry David Thoreau wrote that our lives are “frittered away

by detail.” Fritter away, lawyer; detail is your business. But there
is something to be applied from Thoreau. He wrote: “Simplicity,
simplicity, simplicity.” He also advised: “Simplify, simplify.”4

Okay, Thoreau was a bit repetitive, but he had time on his
hands and he didn’t have the benefit of Orwell’s rule. 

As for you, include the necessary detail in your early drafts.
Detail persuades—if it is clear and accessible, made so by plain
words, short sentences, and short paragraphs. Set out—as the rule
puts it—the “material” detail. Then apply the “simplicity” and
“simplify” principles. 

Put your red pen to work. As Thoreau might have put it: Edit,
edit, edit. As Elmore Leonard did put it: “Try to leave out the part
that readers tend to skip.”5 You will become a better writer and
your readers will be better off.

 —END NOTES—
1Robert Burns, “To a Louse—On Seeing One on a Lady’s Bonnet, At Church” (1786).
2George Orwell, “Politics and the English Language” (1946).
3According to twainquotes.com, the impressive website by Barbara Schmidt, this phrase
is from Twain’s March 20, 1880 letter to D.W. Bowser.
4Henry David Thoreau, Walden (1854), chapter 2.
5Elmore Leonard, 10 Rules of Writing (2007), rule 10. �
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THE ACME HIGH-QUALITY INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST THE IEMDSSAW DEFENDANTS

Now come Plaintiffs Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Manufacturing and Distribution Corporation (hereinafter “AHQIEMD
Corporation”) and Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Sales and Service Company, Inc. (hereinafter “AHQIESS Company”) (hereinafter,
collectively, the “Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Plaintiffs” or “Plaintiffs”), by and through their counsel Phineas T. Zucker
of the law firm Zucker, Zucker, Zucker, and Zucker, P.C., and, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56, move this Honorable Court for its order granting
summary judgment in favor of the Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Plaintiffs on all claims set forth in the Complaint against
Defendants Industrial Equipment Manufacturing, Distribution, Sales, Service, and Allied Workers International Union, AFL-CIO-CLC
(hereinafter “IEMDSSAWIU” or the “International Union”) and IEMDSSAW Local 2468-M (hereinafter “Local 2468-M” or the “Local
Union”) (hereinafter, collectively, the “IEMDSSAW Defendants” or the “Union Defendants” or “Defendants”), for the reason that there
is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and movants Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Plaintiffs are entitled to judgment
against the Union Defendants as a matter of law, based on the legal authorities discussed, and as demonstrated, in the Acme High-Quality
Industrial Equipment Plaintiffs’ Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment accompanying this Motion, and based on the supporting
materials in the record in this matter, or made part of the record in this matter by their filing in the appendix of exhibits accompanying
this Motion and the supporting Brief, including but not limited to, pursuant to Rule 56(c)(1)(A), particular parts of depositions,
documents, electronically stored information, affidavits, declarations, stipulations, admissions, and interrogatory answers, and, in
addition, for the reason that on September 14, 2020, pursuant to Eastern District of Michigan Local Rule 7.1(a), undersigned counsel for
the Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Plaintiffs requested concurrence from the Union Defendants, through the Union Defendants’
counsel, in the relief sought in this Motion and the supporting Brief, but concurrence in the relief sought was denied by the Union Defendants,
by counsel, necessitating the filing of this Motion and the supporting Brief. 

Respectfully submitted,

s/Phineas T. Zucker
Phineas T. Zucker
Zucker, Zucker, Zucker, and Zucker, P.C.
12345 North Woodward Avenue, Suite 543
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
office: 248-123-4567
direct: 248-864-6363
cell: 248-765-4321
fax: 248-666-2468
email: ptzucker@zuckerlaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs Acme High-Quality Industrial
Equipment Manufacturing and Distribution Corporation
and Acme High-Quality Industrial Equipment Sales and
Service Company, Inc.

Dated: September 18, 2020

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN DIVISION

ACME HIGH-QUALITY INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING AND 
DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION and ACME  
HIGH-QUALITY INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT 
SALES AND SERVICE COMPANY, INC.,

Plaintiffs,
Case no. 20-cv-99999

v. 

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING, U. S. District Judge
DISTRIBUTION, SALES, SERVICE, AND Roger Bullingham
ALLIED WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, 
AFL-CIO-CLC and IEMDSSAW LOCAL 2468-M,

Defendants.
_______________________________________/
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Court Favors Broad Ministerial Exception 

On July 8, 2020, the Supreme Court issued its opinion
in the joint cases: Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Agnes
Morrissey-Berru, No. 19-267 and St. James School v.
Darryl Biel, No. 19-348, 140 S. Ct. 2049 (2020). The issue
in this pair of cases was the extent to which the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution permits
courts to intervene when employees of religious institutions
sue their employers for discrimination.  

The plaintiffs in these cases were teachers whose
employment at Catholic schools had been terminated. They
both sued their former employers: one for age
discrimination and the other for disability discrimination.
Each of the defendants filed a successful motion for
summary judgment in the trial court, invoking the
ministerial exception—the rule that provides that “courts
are bound to stay out of employment disputes involving
those holding certain important positions with churches and
other religious institutions.” Id. at 2060. The Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals reversed both summary judgment
findings, holding that the trial courts had applied an overly
broad interpretation of the ministerial exception. The
defendants each successfully sought certiorari.  

In reversing the Court of Appeals’ decisions, the
Supreme Court rejected the rigid formula that plaintiffs
argued should apply to the application of the ministerial
exception. For example, the Court held that the ministerial
exception could apply to a particular set of facts, even if the
plaintiff was not a practicing member of the defendant’s
religious order, did not hold the official title of “minister,”
or did not have formal religious training. The court
continued to explain that, in fact, rigidly applying factors
like those might altogether exclude application of the
ministerial exception to cases involving non-Christian
religions.  Instead, recognizing that “religious education is
a matter of central importance” in many faiths, the Court
held, “what matters, at bottom, is what an employee does.”
Id. at 2064. The plaintiffs in these cases were responsible for
instructing their students about the Catholic faith, guiding
them into living their lives in faith, leading them in prayer,
and preparing them for participation in religious activities.
The Court refused to place undue significance on the fact that
the plaintiffs did not have clerical titles, extensive religious
education, or in one case, was not a practicing member of
the faith. Instead, the Court recognized that the defendants
had entrusted the plaintiffs with the responsibility of
“educating and forming students in the faith,” and where
this is the case, the First Amendment does not allow judicial
intervention. Id. at 2069. �

CAN PRIOR PAY BE
CONSIDERED IN

EQUAL PAY ACT CASES?

Marianne J. Grano
Kienbaum Hardy Viviano Pelton Forrest

Ever the trailblazing court, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit held in an en banc decision that an
employee’s prior pay cannot justify a pay gap between
genders for equal work. The Equal Pay Act (EPA), passed
in 1963, when women were paid fifty-nine cents on the
dollar in comparison to men, sought to eliminate gender-
based discrimination. At the same time, the legislative
history of the EPA evinces Congress’s early recognition
that equal pay for men and women was a concept easier
said than done, due to the many factors that affect a given
employee’s pay.

Congress therefore attempted to create a system that
was “meaningful to employers and workers across the
broad range of industries covered by the Act,” as the U.S.
Supreme Court stated in its only opinion directly
interpreting the EPA, Corning Glass Works v. Brennan
(1974). The EPA as enacted included four areas that
employers could use in determining an employee’s pay
without liability: “(i) a seniority system; (ii) a merit
system; (iii) a system which measures earnings by
quantity or quality of production; or (iv) a differential
based on any other factor other than sex.”

The fourth factor was the catch-all, leaving the door
open for employers to respond to economic and practical
concerns without fear of a discrimination lawsuit, so long
as their practices weren’t unfair to one gender over the
other. The EPA also provided that no employee’s pay
could be reduced in order to comply with gender equality.
Since its passage, courts have wrestled with the fourth
facto. What about an employee’s negotiating ability?
Labor shortages and market conditions? Prior pay in the
same workplace?

For the first time, a U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has
definitively ruled out prior pay as an acceptable fourth
factor. The Ninth Circuit (with jurisdiction over several
western states) held in Aileen Rizo v. Yovino, decided
February 27, 2020, that “[b]ecause prior pay may carry
with it the effects of sex-based pay discrimination, and
because sex-based pay discrimination was the precise
target of the EPA, an employer may not rely on prior pay
to meet its burden of showing that sex played no part in

SUPREME COURT UPDATE
Regan K. Dahle
Butzel Long, P.C.
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its pay decision.” Besides public policy arguments
regarding the self-perpetuating cycle of women earning
less than men, the court relied on the specific language of
the EPA. “Any other factor other than sex,” Judge
Morgan Christen wrote, meant that courts should
particularly look to the first three factors to interpret the
fourth. The opinion went on to say that, even without the
extra “other,” the fourth factor should be interpreted in
line with the other three under the principle of ejusdem
generis—i.e., specific examples should be used to
interpret a more general term at the end of a list.

Will other Circuits follow the Ninth Circuit in its
broad-based rejection of the prior pay factor, as valid
arguments do exist for prior pay as an acceptable, gender-
neutral part of the wage calculation process. The court’s
reliance on the extra “other” seems an over-reliance on
one word of repetition. The two “others” could
conversely be interpreted to stress that there are myriad
“other” valid business reasons for setting one employee’s
salary differently than another’s—including prior salary.

Another possible interpretation is that the EPA sought
to eliminate sex-based discrimination rather than to
address the greater socio-economic factors that underlie
the wage gap, so the fourth factor should be broadly
interpreted. Judge Christen herself noted: “The EPA did
not raise women’s wages nor create remedial education or
training opportunities. The Act’s limited goal was to
eliminate only the purest form of sex-based wage
discrimination: paying women less because they are
women.” Prior pay clearly is a factor that, for practical
purposes, incorporates a number of acceptable reasons to
set one employee’s pay higher than another’s, including
an employee’s experience and job performance. 

If prior pay cannot be considered in setting an
employee’s salary, it stands to follow that, under the
Ninth Circuit’s narrow definition of “other factors,”
negotiating ability won’t come into play either. Why not?
If Robert negotiates $100k/year, and then Roberta comes
along six months later and, through techniques she
learned from reading a book by a famous hostage
negotiator, gets herself $115k/year for the same job, it’s
likely that the pay gap will continue over the years if both
perform well. However, if Robert and other males all
make $100k, the company would have to give them the
benefit of Roberta’s deal-making skills, because past pay
can’t be used to determine future compensation. 

Consequently, all the employees would get the benefit
of Roberta’s hard-dealing.

Economic conditions at the time of hiring also play
into prior salary, and would be eliminated as a
determinant of wages under a similar theory. Suppose
Robert and Roberta are both tree surgeons hired by a
county park. When Robert got hired, the trees were all
doing well and didn’t need to go under the knife, so the
going rate for a tree surgeon was $100k/year. But by the
time Roberta applied for the job, the dogwoods were all
suffering from a virulent bark infection and were in need
of attention. Meanwhile, there was a nationwide shortage
of tree surgeons and a high demand for qualified recruits,
so Roberta was offered $115k right off the bat. Under the
Ninth Circuit’s analysis in Rizo and depending on the
overall gender-pay landscape of its workforce, the county
may have to increase Robert’s pay in order to avoid
grounds for a lawsuit. 

The Ninth Circuit’s approach also fails to take into
account nuances of the prior pay factor. Scholars have
noted important distinctions between “inside” and
“outside” prior salary. While an employee’s outside
salary with a prior employer may be more likely to carry
with it the effects of past gender-based discrimination, an
employer might have good reason to use prior salary
within the same employing organization. In Spencer v.
Virginia State University (2019), the Fourth Circuit ruled
in favor of allowing a prior pay factor. A female professor
brought an EPA suit against the university, where several
male professors had briefly held administrative positions
within the university before returning to teaching. The
university cited its salary retention policy as justification
for the pay discrepancy. Such a policy would allow the
university to briefly promote a professor, for example, to
an interim presidency, then entice the professor to step
down without a huge drop in pay after a nationwide
search brought in a top candidate.

Such policies can also help employers continue to
employ persons who develop disabilities, as they can
allow the disabled employee to take on a less demanding
job while retaining pay comparable to the more
demanding position. 

For these and other reasons, the Fourth, Seventh, and
Eighth Circuits have upheld prior pay as a valid fourth
factor. The Eleventh, Tenth, and Sixth Circuits allow prior
pay to be considered alongside other factors, without
serving as a stand-alone justification for a gender-based
wage differential. The U.S. Supreme Court’s stance on
this issue? The Court denied certiorari in Aileen Rizo v.
Yovino on July 2, 2020, leaving the circuit split on past pay
in place—at least for the near future. �
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